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One Town Hill 

Category 5: Best Building Project - Specialty Contractor ($2 - $6 Million)

Greiner Electric, LLC

Nestled at the base of Snow King Mountain in coveted Jackson Hole, sits the luxurious One 

Town Hill lofts. Located just steps from the chair lift, One Town Hill features 42,571 square feet 

of high-end residential space and 3,672 square feet of commercial space. Ranging in size from 

800 to 1,300 square feet, each unit boasts impeccable finishes, first-class amenities, and unrivaled 

mountain views. Complete with ski concierge services, private climate-controlled parking, smart-

home systems, heated patios, and a fully-equipped gym, the meticulous attention paid to every 

detail is evident throughout the resort-style property and owner experience. Given the rigorous 

requirements and standards governing construction in iconic Jackson Hole, One Town Hill 

represents one of the first major construction projects on Snow King Mountain in many years 

and has set the standard for future development on Wyoming’s oldest mountain resort. 

The construction team was comprised of the following firms: 

Client: Crystal Creek Capital

General Contractor: GE Johnson Construction Company

Architect: Berlin Architects

Engineer: Jorgensen Associates

WINTER IS COMING

As the project got underway in August 2017, the entire team was keenly aware of the impending 

winter months ahead. On Snow King Mountain, winter not only means larger crowds of skiers 

and snow bunnies, it also means months several months of snow (the area typically receives over 

400 inches of snow each season), extreme cold (with temperatures ranging from -5 degrees to 

-25 degrees Fahrenheit), and frozen ground. Given the mountainside location, extreme weather 

patterns, and tight space in which to build, coordination among the project team during both the 

preconstruction and construction phases was critical to project success. The Greiner team worked 

hand-in-hand with GE Johnson Construction and the key stakeholders to proactively identify and 
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mitigate issues before they negatively impacted the project. 

With just a few months before the frost line hit, effectively locking the team out of the 

underground for 7+ months, the Greiner team hustled to run the necessary conduit and equipment 

required to take construction vertical. BIM coordination and ongoing clash detection were 

key in making sure that everything was laid in such a way to support the build-out. Recurring 

coordination meetings were held to resolve any trade conflicts and maintain transparency 

among the entire project team. As a result, when the first snowflakes began to fall, the team was 

equipped and ready to move into the next phases of construction.

GOING FROM POINT B TO POINT A

As is generally the case in mountain towns, land is a commodity that is difficult, and sometimes 

impossible, to come by. For the One Town Hill project that meant a fence line that was a mere 

five feet from the magic carpet lift that takes beginner skiers and tubers 300 feet up Snow King 

Mountain. With quarters that tight, the team could forget about space for laydown, material 

staging, or even room for cranes and heavy equipment. In response, the operations team devised 

strategies to mitigate the need for more space. Greiner’s tactics included BIM, total station, 

prefabrication, and just-in-time delivery from the company’s headquarters in Littleton, Colorado. 

By prefabricating electrical components in an off-site, climate-controlled setting, the team not 

only eased the need for space on site, it also alleviated weather-related delays, saved installation 

hours in the field, and reduced on-site manpower. The result was heightened safety oversight, 

better quality control, and improved overall efficiency. By using a proprietary algorithm, the 

prefabrication team was able minimize material waste by evaluating different scenarios and 

cutting stock material to desired custom sizes in such a way that sends very little to the landfill. 

By coordinating activities in the prefabrication shop with the progress being made in the field, 

deliveries are dropped at precisely the right time, supporting a more seamless installation of 

systems and approximately 70% reduction in typical field installation time.   

With prefabricated systems arriving as needed on trucks, laydown and material storage are no 
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longer issues, but what about cranes and large equipment?  In answer to that challenge, the 

project team adopted the innovative approach of building from the outside-in versus the usual 

path of inside-out. This involved leaving the middle of the building clear for access and building 

the outside wings first. With a complicated combination of materials that included cast-in-place 

concrete, precast concrete, slab-on-metal decking, wood framing, and structural steel framing, 

Greiner had to pay particular consideration to the sequencing and coordination of work between 

trades. The team relied heavily on BIM and total station to identify where floor boxes needed 

to be poured and locations for any pre-drilled access points. Adding to the logistical challenge, 

with the middle “central nervous system” of the building vacant, the team was required to run 

the electrical systems throughout the wings of the building and simply coil it in the middle in 

anticipation of the electrical rooms that would come months later. “It was challenging because 

usually your electrical rooms are built first and you branch out from there, but in this instance, 

we couldn’t do that. Instead of going from A (the electrical rooms) to B, we had to go from B to 

A and A wasn’t there for more than half of the project,” remarked Greiner Electric of Wyoming’s 

Operations Manager, Gary Edgeworth. Taking this route required precise location and sizing of 

equipment so that when all the temporary power was pulled and permanent service installed, 

everything matched up perfectly. While the tactic was an effective way to meet the needs of the 

project, it made for a less than fluid build, requiring heightened foresight and pre-planning to 

prevent a long list of issues in the home stretch of construction. 

SAFETY ON THE MOUNTAINSIDE

With virtually no room separating the project site from the heavily-used and highly sought-after 

mountainside, safety was at the forefront throughout the project regardless of season. With strict 

height restrictions in place for all new construction, One Town Hill wasn’t allowed to go up 

the mountain, so it essentially went “into” the mountain instead. This involved the excavation 

of thousands of cubic yards of soil resulting in an approximately 60-foot hole that had to be 

structurally reinforced. The soil was temporarily stored on an easement shared with Snow 

King Mountain and had to be moved in time for the opening of ski season. Said Edgeworth, 

“Visually, if you look at One Town Hill, it appears flat. You can see it doesn’t track upward on 

the mountain.”
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Aside from being a deeply entrenched part of the Jackson culture, ski season is also big business 

and therefore, represented a hard deadline for the completion of the project. In addition to 

moving the excavated soil, Greiner was also responsible for trenching to install the new wiring 

required to re-establish permanent electrical service and re-wire the lighting for night skiing 

and snow making 800 feet up the mountain. The team raced to not only finish the interior of 

the building, but also shore up any adjacent exterior punch list items before flakes began flying. 

Successful in their effort, the project wrapped up in September 2019, just a couple of months 

before skiers descended on Snow King Mountain. 

A CHARMING AND RARE RETREAT

Now preparing to enter its second ski season as Jackson Hole’s charming and sophisticated 

family retreat, One Town Hill is an effortlessly chic addition to the area’s coveted housing 

market. The property gracefully blends Wyoming’s western heritage with the contemporary 

aesthetic and amenities that today’s high-end buyers expect. The naturally inspired design paired 

with the slope side location has created a sought-after experience attracting home buyers in 

droves. Whether carving through fresh powder, shopping the area’s premier retailers, hiking 

nearby Grand Teton National Park, or browsing the fresh farmer’s market in the summer, 

families and outdoor enthusiasts will have a beautiful space to create memories for decades to 

come. 
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